The purpose of the present article is to give an answer to two problems concerning superpositional measurability in the Carathéodory ([4]) sense of real functions, published by Z. Grande [12, problème 8, p. 20], improving at the same time earlier results of [17] . In order to formulate and solve these problems we need some preliminary notions. Let X, Y be two separable metric spaces. We intend to deal simultaneously with the notion of supmeasurability [1, 4, 9, 10, 11, 16, 17] and 23-supmeasinability [6] , so it is reasonable to introduce the notion of a measurable space with negligibles {X, M.{X), J"{X)), which is adequate as a common generalization of the two principal examples:
, the supmeasurability is guaranteed, among others, by the following conditions imposed of all its Y-sections: -approximate continuity (ci = C2 = 1 in Theorem 2 below), -upper equisemicontinuity ( [9] , [6] , cf. also [19] ).
A natural generalization of the approximately continuous functions are preponderantly continuous ones (the precise definition will be formulated in the sequel). In [17] the author proved the supmeasurability of F under condition on F-sections which is weaker than approximate continuity, but simultaneously stronger than preponderant continuity (namely ci = C2 > 0,75). Then it is quite natural to ask the question: is the preponderant continuity of F-sections a sufficient condition for supmeasurability of a measurable function F : R 2 -• R ( [12] , pr. 8a)? If the answer is affirmative (and this is actually the case, as will be showed bellow), the next natural question ( [12] , pr. 8b) is whether this condition may be weakened to assume only min(ci,C2) > 0 instead of min(ci,c2) > 0,5 in terms of the subsequent Theorem 2.
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In [18] the author has remarked that this condition is fulfilled by a widely known class of Zahorski M^functions ( [22] ) and that real function defined on the plane whose all X-and y-sections are M 4 must be jointly measurable. Answering a problem [12, pr. 8b ], a counterexample of such function which fails to be supmeasurable is exhibited in Theorem 3. Moreover, a similar construction shows that the condition ci + C2 > 1 is the best possible in the frames of Theorem 2.
Our main tool utilised in the procedure of proving A / t(X)-measurability is the following lemma: Proof. In case where A1(X)=B*(X) this is Theorem 1 on p. 533 in [8] and in the case of a-finite measure spaces this is Lemma 1 on p. 13 in [9] . There are the only cases considered in this paper.
• To cover by our considerations various special generalizations of continuity, not only preponderant continuity alone, we use a modification of ¿^-continuity coming from [3] and reformulated in the spirit of [20] (cf. also [21] , [23] ).
Let (Y,7[Y) ) be a topological space. Assume that there is given a multifunction £ : Y -• T{V(Y)) such that the following conditions axe fulfilled: Namely a positive function r :Y x V{Y) -> R is given, for which: Besides the above mentioned bi-sieve structure we assume that Y is also a measurable space with negligibles.
As for X, we assume that it is also a measurable space with negligibles being at the same time a separable, complete metric space and that the topologies of X and Y are compatible with the measurable structures in a manner guaranting that the Fubini property (Fl) and (F2) together with the conclusion of the Lemma 1 are satisfied. It should be added that we assume
Note that a paradox decomposition of the line onto the disjoint union of a meager set and a set of Lebesgue measure zero leads to an example showing that the Fubini property is nonapplicable to the case, when Baire measurability is assumed on X and Lebesgue measurability on Y. Therefore the two cases covered by the Theorem 1 are the product of two measure spaces and the product of two Baire spaces.
We need the following lemma:
) Ez-i £ Ez-i{g{x)) may be choosen and for each particular of such E$-i the intersection Bi(x) D E^-i is nonempty.
Proof. Define for n = 1,2,... an increasing family 
where r 3 _j := r(g(x),E 3 -i). There is also r 0 > 0
Denote U := r(yi,Bi(x)) and take r := min(ro,ii,i2)-We have K(g(x),r 3 
The proof is complete.
•
We are now in a position to state and prove our main result.
(
1) F is M.(X®Y)-measurable, M.(X) is complete with respect to ¿J\X), (2) Y 3 y !-»• F x (y) := F(x,y) are S2(Y)-lower semicontinous and €\(Y)-upper semicontinous.
Then F is superpositionaly measurable. 
Let us suppose that Y is equipped with a differentiation basis ($,=>). This means (cf. [2]) that $ C
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For E 6 M m {Y) we define the lower density at y € Y by the formula:
where the limit inferior is taken over a net Id contracting to y and the infimum is taken over the family of all such admissible nets. In case of Euclidean spaces R* we define E n => ZQ € R fc if ZQ € fl^Lx En and diam E n -• 0 as n tends to infinity. A parameter of regularity of a bounded ¿-measurable set E of positive diameter is the number p(E) := supj{mk(E)/mk(J)} for cubes J containing E, where m* denotes Lebesgue measure on R fc . A convergent sequence of measurable sets E n is regular if there exists a positive constant A > 0 such that p(E n ) > A > 0 for all n € N. By using the notion of lower density with respect to regular differentiation base in R fc , we can formulate the next:
THEOREM 2. Let Y be a finite dimensional Euclidean space and F :XxF-> R be a Ai(X <g> Y)-measurable function such that all of its sections are M-m(Y)-measurable and there exists positive numbers Ci,C2 such that:
1) if F(x, y)> a then Di({t e Y : F(x, t) > a}, y) > c\, 2) if F(x,y) < b then D t {{t G Y : F(x,t) < 6},y) > c 2 ,
3) ci + c 2 > 1.
Then F is supmeasurable.
Proof. We shall deal with symmetric differentiation bases composed of balls. Others regular cases may be treated similarly. Since Y is separable, every intersection of two open balls is a countable union of open balls. Let us take two intersecting balls Ki := K(yi,ri), ¿ = 1,2 such that:
for Ei(yi) containing j/i and defined in accordance with 1), 2). Then
Thus the essential radius condition if fulfilled (cf. also [23] , [19] , [3] ) for a sieve structure in which Di(Ei(y),y) > Cj). Also (E-l) -(E-4) are complied for such system. 
In case when Di({t eY : a< F(x,t) < b},y) > 0,5 for a < F(x,y) < b and all (x, y) G X x Y, a function F x : Y -> R is said to be preponderantly continous ( [14] ). This notion of generalized continuity is not topologizable, e.g. the class of preponderantly continuous functions fails to be closed under pointwise addition and simultaneous lower and upper preponderant semicontinuity not implies preponderant continuity, while the latest obviously entails both preponderant semicontinuites. We deduce from Theorem 2 the following corollary giving a positive answer to the problem 8a from [12] . b) continuity of F x with respect to so-called * -porosity topology introduced by L. Zajicek [23] , who also proved that this topology satisfies essential radius condition (£i(Y) = £2(Y) in this case) and that when Y is finite -dimensional Euclidean space this topology coincides with Wilczynski J -topology for the a -ideal J of meager sets. We omit here the long def-
Proof. Let C be a Cantor ternary set built on the subinterval [o, 6] C (0,1). Then (0,1)\C = (XLi( ®n> un ) where (a n , f> n ) fl (a m , b m ) = 0 for n ^ m.
Put K n := min{fc € N : kib n -a n ) > 2}, := a n +fc-\ := where k > K n .
Let . Since all X -sections and Y -sections of F 2 are bounded derivatives, F 2 is in fact in Borel class 2 (see [7] , cf. also [18] for different proof) and thus supmeasurable ( [16] (x) ) is a characteristic function of a nonmeasurable set A and therefore h is nonmeasurable. From this F fails to be supmeasurable and since the difference of supmeasurable functions is still supmeasurable (supmeasurability is a kind of measurability with respect to some a -algebra, see [16] , and thus supmeasurable functions create linear ring with respect to arithmetic operations), we infer that F 1 cannot be supmeasurable although it has all sections of the class M4.
• By using somewhat simpler construction with piecewise linear spline functions instead of sinus we obtain a function F : R 2 -> R which is not supmeasurable despite of the fact that it fulfills the assumptions 1) and 2) of Theorem 2 witch ci + c-i = 1. If even the result of Theorem 2 could be improved, the only reasonably way was to replace one of the lower densities by the upper density. The only difficult item in course of transferring the present results to the case of multifunctions was to prove Lemma 2, with multivalued G instead of g.
